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We present an experimental and theoretical investigation of ultrafast transient four-wave mixing of GaAs/
Al xGa12xAs quantum wells for coherent excitation of exciton and continuum states. The signal appears at the
exciton resonance and is shown to consist of two contributions: an intense spectrally narrow part only present
for short time delays and a weak exponentially decaying part reflecting the intrinsic coherence properties of the
exciton states. The intense part of the signal is due to the excitation of the continuum states mediated by
interaction-induced nonlinearities. @S0163-1829~96!50444-3#
Recent transient four-wave mixing ~TFWM! experiments
on semiconductors have shown unexpected results when
both discrete exciton states and continuum states have been
excited coherently by spectrally broad, ultrafast laser
pulses.1–5 The decay of the TFWM signal, as a function of
delay t , is significantly faster than the dephasing time of the
excitons. However, the width of the spectrally resolved ex-
citonic TFWM response and the real-time evolution of the
TFWM signal reflect the intrinsic excitonic dephasing time.
The microscopic origin of these observations has so far re-
mained unsettled.
The coherent superposition of a number of eigenstates by
ultrafast laser excitation is a well-known concept in atomic
physics. In this case, the formation of electron wave packets
has been observed in pump-probe experiments on the Ryd-
berg states of, e.g., atomic rubidium.6 Similar effects have
been investigated in semiconductor physics, where the for-
mation of excitonic wave packets has been observed, either
in coupled double quantum wells,7 as Bloch oscillations in
biased superlattice structures,8 or as the pure excitonic eigen-
states of a strained quantum well structure.1
However, one important difference between atomic and
semiconductor wave packets is that the atomic wave packet
is unaffected by coherent excitation of the continuum,6,9
while the excitonic counterpart is dramatically changed.1,3,4
The recovery of the electron wave packet after orbital motion
is observed in atomic physics while TFWM experiments on
semiconductors indicate a rapid destruction of the excitonic
wave packets.
The decay of the strong initial continuum contribution
~CC! to the TFWM signal has been attributed to interference
between the coherently excited microscopic polarizations
rather than dephasing.1 However, this explanation implies
that coherent excitation of exciton states and continuum
states of different quantum wells should show the same CC
effect. This aspect has so far not been demonstrated. An
alternative explanation is that the CC is due to TFWM with
the continuum states.3 This TFWM signal would be spec-
trally centered at and above the continuum edge, which can
easily be verified using spectrally resolved TFWM. This ex-
planation also relies on a fast dephasing of the continuum
states, which is not consistently demonstrated. TFWM ex-
periments on bulk GaAs for coherent exciton and continuum
excitation have indicated values of10 70 fs and5 14 fs for the
dephasing time of the continuum states, in both cases limited
by the laser pulse duration. These values are in clear contra-
diction to the intrinsic broadening observed in linear trans-
mission experiments, from which dephasing times of several
picoseconds can be extracted. Indeed, dephasing times of
this order have been reported from experiments with Bloch
oscillations using transmissive electro-optic sampling,3 a
technique that probes directly the intraband polarization of
the coherent electron wave packets, and is independent of the
interband polarization, contrary to TFWM.
In this paper, we demonstrate experimentally and theoreti-
cally that the TFWM signal for coherent excitation of exci-
ton and continuum states is well explained by the interaction
induced nonlinearities in the semiconductor Bloch equations
~SBE’s! with the inclusion of excitation induced dephasing
~EID!. The TFWM signal at the excitonic resonance is
shown to consist of essentially two contributions: a prompt
signal due to the coherently excited continuum states medi-
ated by interaction-induced nonlinearities, and a purely exci-
tonic signal, showing the same features as the TFWM signal
from a selectively excited excitonic resonance.
These interaction-induced signals are related to the coher-
ent continuum density, in which both dephasing and destruc-
tive interference take place. When the continuum is excited
with a broad laser pulse, the density gratings associated with
each state stay coherent for a time corresponding to the in-
verse excitation width. For short time delays, the spatial grat-
ings lead to a strong diffraction of the exciton polarization
wave. The diffracted excitonic signal reflects then, naturally,
the intrinsic features of the exciton, resulting in long real-
time decay and hence narrow spectral TFWM lines. For
longer time delays, the continuum density has interfered de-
structively and diffraction in the associated gratings is no
longer possible.
The essential new concept of these findings is that the
strong initial TFWM signal at an isolated excitonic reso-
nance originates from the excitation of energetically different
continuum states. To study these effects in detail, we present
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spectrally resolved TFWM signals to achieve simultaneous
real-time and delay-time information. This also allows for a
clear separation of different contributions to the TFWM sig-
nal.
Excitonic TFWM without coherent continuum excitation
has succesfully been modeled with the SBE’s,11,12 whereas
modeling including continuum excitation has been less
conclusive.1,5 Incoherent scattering processes have in most
cases been modeled with a density-independent dephasing
time T2. However, in semiconductors the dephasing is par-
tially due to Coulomb scattering among the excited particles.
In the incoherent regime this simply results in an increased
dephasing rate of the induced polarization.13 It has been
shown recently that the EID may contribute significantly to
the excitonic nonlinear response,14 and hence to the excitonic
TFWM signal.15 In fact, it has been shown that on a x (3)
level the local-field and EID effects contribute to the TFWM
signal in a similar way.
A multiple quantum well structure containing ten wells of
each of the thicknesses 80 Å, 100 Å, 130 Å, and 160 Å, was
grown by molecular-beam expitaxy. The wells are separated
by 150-Å Al 0.3Ga 0.7As barriers, and after the growth the
structure was lifted off the substrate and mounted on a sap-
phire disk. The sample was kept in a liquid He cryostat at 5
K during the experiments. The linear optical properties of
this sample have been reported previously,16 showing narrow
(,1 meV! exciton absorption peaks and a negligible Stokes
shift.
For the TFWM experiments, the sample was excited by
parallel linearly polarized 100-fs pulses from a self–mode-
locked Ti:sapphire laser. The spectral width of the laser was
approximately 15 meV, corresponding to near transform lim-
ited pulses. The laser spot size was focused to approximately
60 mm on the sample surface, and the TFWM experiments
were performed in the two-beam self-diffraction geometry,17
where two beams with wave vectors k1 and k2 are incident
on the sample under a small angle. The pulse in the k2 di-
rection arrives with a delay of t after the pulse in the k1
direction, and the TFWM signal propagates in the 2k22k1
direction. The signal was dispersed in a 0.6 m spectrometer
and detected by an optical multichannel analyzer with a re-
sulting resolution better than 0.1 meV.
The TFWM spectrum is shown as a function of delay in
Fig. 1 together with the absorption spectrum of the sample
and the laser spectrum. Heavy- and light-hole exciton ab-
sorption peaks are seen in the absorption spectrum and the
peaks are labeled with their corresponding well thicknesses.
The maximum of the laser spectrum is tuned in resonance
with the heavy-hole exciton ~hhx! of the 100-Å quantum
well. The continuum states of the 160-Å and 130-Å wells are
excited for this tuning of the laser, whereas the continuum
states of the 100-Å well are marginally excited by the wing
of the laser and the hhx of the 80-Å well is excited below
resonance. We estimate a carrier density of '1.53109 cm
22 for the resonantly excited 100-Å quantum well.
The decay of the TFWM signal for the hhx of the
80-Å well is long and it has a delayed maximum since the
laser predominantly excites the localized tail of the exciton
resonance.4 The TFWM signal is in this case due to a photon
echo involving destructive interference and rephasing of the
polarizations of the localized states. The TFWM intensity for
the hhx resonance of the 100-Å well shows pronounced
heavy-hole–light-hole quantum beats due to coherent excita-
tion of heavy- and light-hole excitons.
The TFWM signals from the hhx of the 130-Å and
160-Å wells show a dramatic change as compared to those
from the 100-Å and 80-Å wells. In these cases where the
continuum states are excited coherently with the excitonic
states we observe the aforementioned CC to the TFWM. A
beat structure is seen in the TFWM signal from the hhx of
the 130-Å well due to beats with the light-hole exciton and
the 2s state of the hhx, which is well resolved in the absorp-
tion spectrum. However, it is evident from the data that these
beats are of much lower intensity than the CC to the TFWM
signal. In fact, the intensity of the TFWM signal from the
hhx of 130-Å well should be compared to that of the hhx of
the 80-Å well since these have comparable excitation
strengths. The hhx of the 160-Å quantum well is even more
weakly excited and still shows a quite intense TFWM signal
for short delay times.
It is shown in Fig. 1 how the excitonic TFWM signal is
dramatically changed depending on whether the continuum
states are excited or not. However, it is clearly demonstrated
in this experiment that this effect is not related to incoherent
scattering processes, since these will lead to spectral broad-
ening or faster real-time decay. We observe no additional
broadening of the hhx resonances in the TFWM spectra for
continuum excitation. On the contrary, we observe an in-
creasing spectral narrowing compared to the linewidths of
the absorption spectrum for increasing continuum excitation.
It is also shown that the CC phenomena only occur when
the exciton and the continuum belong to the same quantum
wells. When the laser is tuned in resonance with the hhx of
the 100-Å quantum well, the continuum states of the hhx of
the 130-Å quantum well are also excited and no CC effect is
observed in the TFWM signal from the 100-Å hhx reso-
nance. This proves that the CC is not related to simple
~photon-echo-type! interferences in the polarizations, as ear-
lier proposed,1 but rather due to interaction-induced nonlin-
earities.
For a direct comparison, we show the TFWM intensities
at the hhx resonances of the 100-Å, 130-Å, and 160-Å quan-
tum wells in Fig. 2. The curves are normalized and displaced
FIG. 1. Transient four-wave mixing spectra as a function of
delay. The absorption profile and the laser spectrum are also shown.
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for clarity. It is seen how the CC decays faster for increasing
continuum excitation. It is also seen that the initial CC in-
creases in intensity for increasing continuum excitation as
compared with the exponential excitonic part.
To confirm these experimental findings we present nu-
merical simulations based on the SBE’s, which are the equa-
tions of motion of the occupation numbers f jk5^a jk† a jk& and
the microscopic polarizations Pk5^ahk
† aek& . For a simple
two-band model, the particle index j is e for the electrons
and h for the holes. The SBE read
]
]t
Pk52i@eek~ t !1ehk~ t !1ig~ t !#Pk~ t !
1i@12 f ek~ t !2 f hk~ t !#VkR~ t !,
]
]t
f jk522 Im@VkR~ t !Pk*~ t !# . ~1!
The mean-field, or Hartree-Fock part of the carrier-carrier
interaction contributes to the Rabi frequency VR ~local-field!
and to the single-particle energies \ei ~band-gap renormal-
ization!:
\Vk
R~ t !5
dkE~ t !
2 1(q VqP uk2qu~ t !,
\e jk~ t !5« jk2(
q
Vq f j uk2qu~ t !. ~2!
Within the rotating wave approximation, E(t) denotes only
the pulse envelope. dk is the interband optical matrix ele-
ment. Vq52pe2/e0q is the bare 2D Coulomb potential with
the background dielectric constant e0. The single-particle en-
ergies are given by «ek5(\k)2/2me2D0, and
«hk5(\k)2/2mh . Here, D05\v02Eg is the detuning be-
tween the central frequency v0 of the pulse and the unrenor-
malized band gap Eg . We include in the simulation a
phenomenological, carrier-independent dephasing rate
(g051/T2), as well as an excitation-induced part ~see Refs.
14, 15, and 18!:
g~ t !5g01g8
1
2 (k @ f ek~ t !1 f hk~ t !# . ~3!
The main difference between the EID and the Hartree-
Fock nonlinearities is the number of states they involve. The
Coulomb potential is localized in momentum space and
couples only a limited number of states. The EID, on the
contrary, models the decay of the polarization due to scatter-
ings with other particles. This interaction is not local, be-
cause an exciton can be scattered by essentially any free
carrier or other excitons. With the inclusion of Eq. ~3! in Eq.
~1! we find that the polarization wave associated with an
exciton transition can scatter in the density gratings formed
by the continuum states through the scattering potential g8,
thus giving rise to an additonal four-wave mixing signal at
the exciton transition energy.19
The SBE are solved for a TFWM geometry20 using the
numerical procedure proposed in Ref. 21 with and without
EID. The exciting laser field E(t) is taken to be the sum of
two delayed, but otherwise identical, Gaussians with an in-
tensity FWHM of 72 fs. Figure 3 shows the resulting TFWM
signals computed with EID at the spectral possition of the 1s
exciton for excitations with a detuning from the 1s exciton of
~a! 0, ~b! 10.5 meV, and ~c! 23 meV. In Fig. 3, g0 is taken to
be 1/1200 fs and g853310213 cm2/fs. The latter value cor-
responds to the experimentally determined value for EID due
to nonthermalized carriers,13 and to the value reported in
Ref. 12. For the calculations without EID we take
g051/750 fs, ensuring the same average dephasing time. We
find that for cases ~a! and ~b! the simulations with and with-
out EID give the same spectral width of the TFWM signal,
whereas in case ~c! we find a slight line narrowing if EID is
included, consistent with the experiments.19
The simulated data show 1s-2s beats and a clear CC to
the signal in ~b! and ~c!. In Fig. 3~c! the CC to the signal has
about equal contributions from local field effects and EID,
the latter of which is responsible for the temporal narrowing.
The calculated intensity ratio between the initial peak and the
exponential tail is smaller than experimentally observed.
FIG. 2. Four-wave mixing intensities at the heavy-hole exciton
resonance of the 100-Å, 130-Å, and 160-Å quantum wells for the
excitation shown in Fig. 1.
FIG. 3. Four-wave mixing intensities at the 1s exciton resonance
simulated from the SBE with EID for detunings from the 1s exciton
of ~a! 0 meV, ~b! 10.5 meV, and ~c! 23 meV. The dashed lines show
an exponential decay with T25750 fs.
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However, a better agreement with the experiment can only
be achieved by increasing the EID coupling strength g8.
These observations show that the excitonic TFWM signal
as a function of delay is composed by two contributions for
coherent excitation of exciton and continuum states: A
strong initial CC that is due to coherent excitation of the
continuum states mediated through interaction-induced non-
linearities, and a weaker exponentially decaying part, nearly
identical to that of the resonantly excited excitons, indepen-
dent of the continuum excitation.
It is also shown that, in the case of coherent excitation of
exciton and continuum states, the decay of the excitonic
TFWM is not directly related to the dephasing time of the
continuum states, but rather to the width of the excitation.
Hence, pulse limited decay times obtained in this type of
experiments10,5 should not be taken as an indication of ex-
tremely fast dephasing times for the continuum interband
polarization. Instead, much longer dephasing times should be
considered, as obtained with, e.g., transmissive electro-optic
sampling techniques,3 in agreement with linear transmission
data.
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